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Should Dubinski recommend a large share repurchase to Blaines board? Investors are looking at long term
value of the firm. Do you believe Blaines current capital structure and payout ratios are appropriate for the
company? IRS could impose penalties if repurchases were primarily to avoid taxes on dividends. From this
theory, it is clear that Blaine Kitchenware has to use debt as a key tool to improve its stock prices and thereby
improve its earnings. In particular buyback strategy might also bring management a higher percentage of share
ownership and control. In effect, it provides a tax shelter benefit by the government indirectly paying part of
the cost of the debt. Selling stockholders may not be well informed, hence could be treated unfairly. The table
show a number of key company health indicator metrics and thus explains the clear improvements vs a debt
free firm. On the other hand, it is possible release misleading signal to market and drive the stock price higher,
deviating from its real value. More important, BKI took on additional debt with the purpose of either paying a
large dividend or repurchasing shares. Blaine Kitchenware was a mid-sized producer of small appliances
primarily used in residential kitchens. One of the shortcomings of using stock to make acquisitions is that
companies tend to pay more using stock than they would using cash because there is no large financial impact
on the firm. Helps avoid setting a high dividend that cannot be maintained. We cannot necessarily say if it is
good or bad if the company is performing its primary duties well. Although it runs counter to the companys
financially conservative culture, there are a number of advantages. Investors and corporations can borrow at
the same rate. It is important to know what the market sentiment on the company is as this is a publically
traded firm. Many activist investors often try to persuade the boards of companies that they have invested in
with little or no debt to recapitalize to enhance the value of their stock or to divest some of their cash to
shareholders. Its acquisition policies have resulted in more and more of the companys cash being used to fund
dividend payouts, which have led to an increasing dividend payout ratio, slowing the growth of retained
earnings and slowing the capacity to make future acquisitions. It has historically adopted a very conservative
balance sheet strategy, avoiding all debt financing unless absolutely necessary under economic conditions. Is it
maximizing its financial efficiency? The acquisition premium for equity transactions is greater than that for
cash transactions due to the volatility in return on the stock prices and the likely reduction in value if they try
to sell a substantial portion of their new stock holdings. To demonstrate the impact of recapitalization and a
share repurchase program on the company, estimated financial statements were made for one without the share
repurchase program and one reflecting the impact of the share repurchasing program. If so, it could lead the
proportional loss of shareholders value. Dubinski should definitely be recommending a share re-purchase to
the Board. Use of proceeds? Whether is repurchasing stock really good strategy for BKI at this moment?
Detailed study on effect of taxes and bankruptcy led to the trade-off theory of leverage which analyses the
correlation between leverage, stock prices and potential affects of bankruptcy. Question 2: What are primary
advantages and disadvantages of a share repurchase that Dubinski could recommend to the board? After the
debt increased in fourth time in BKIs history, it would initiate the serious strategy consideration about 1 how
to redesign the payout policies and finance budgeting process of BKI; 2 how to enhance the profitability
through sustainable improvement in operation performance, product innovation, and economies of scale; 3
how to select its strategic direction, cost leadership or differentiation business strategy or integration strategy
based on different market segment; and 4 Whether the pretty conservative management style is suitable for the
fast changing environment and more intense competition? Thus, Dubinski should consider whether it is a good
timing to pursue stock buyback and whether buyback truly represents the best possible financial leverage
strategy for BKI compared other possible strategy like special dividend and etc. A repurchasing program of
one form or another can help the company lessen the impact of past stock acquisitions on future financial
performance. In order for Blaine to keep its current payout policies, Blaine has to reduce numbers of
outstanding shares throughout share repurchasing. In a nutshell, pursuing stock buyback to optimize BKIs
financial ratios should not become the core of this transformation, BKI should plan it from strategic
perspective and focus on EVA. How would Blaines new proposed capital structure compare with its peers use
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Exhibit 3? Some of these restrictive conditions set forth by the MM theory are as follows: Assume no
brokerage costs Assume no taxes Assume no bankruptcy costs. This will not only reduce their tax burdens, but
also drive their market value less shares available for trade upwards. Beyond this, there is a cost related to
bankruptcy and they slowly begin to offset the benefits offered by leverage. Blains Capital Structure and
Payout Policies Analysis: Blaines current capital structure is very conservative with no debt and large amounts
of cash and marketable securities. Using debt would have been less dilutive on existing shareholders.
Management should use all available cash in attractive investments. However, the cash savings would more
than make up for it.


